Simplify your VAT obligations

Using a unique approach developed by Thomson Reuters, based on our extensive VAT implementation experience in the GCC and worldwide, become confident in your VAT set-up and solve your VAT-related IT challenges in only 5 weeks.

Data-driven decision-making
Access critical information with cutting-edge business intelligence dashboards. Know when you’re over- or under-paying VAT – by country, entity or period; where your main risks lie; how you can mitigate them; and what efficiencies you can gain.

Fast, accurate VAT reporting
With up to 90% of your VAT reporting process automated, you can file your VAT return with ease and confidence, in both Arabic and English, in any GCC country live on VAT.

Precise VAT determination
Automatically calculate or re-validate VAT on every transaction, both for sale and purchase transactions in real-time or offline. Trust the amount of VAT applied in any system you are using today.

Invoicing headaches eliminated
Generate VAT-compliant invoices effortlessly, in both Arabic and English, with all the necessary fields required by any country in the GCC.
Why choose Thomson Reuters?

Trusted technology

92%

92% of Fortune 500 companies use at least one Thomson Reuters Tax & Accounting platform.

460,000

460,000 clients globally trust Thomson Reuters technology.

TOP 7

All top 7 accounting firms globally use at least one Thomson Reuters solution and are our Certified Implementation Partners (CIP) for our VAT platforms – internationally and in the GCC.

Up-to-the-minute regulatory intelligence

Thomson Reuters has a dedicated tax research team based in the GCC, focused exclusively on maintaining and updating all local VAT rates, rules and regulations, across all our products. This means that you can be confident that your tax calculation, validation and VAT forms are always 100% correct.

Local service

With offices across multiple GCC countries, and a history of over 150 years in MENA alone, Thomson Reuters is supporting you locally for all activities your project involves.

Ready to be VAT confident in a matter of weeks?
Enquire now: onesource.mena@thomsonreuters.com

ABOUT THOMSON REUTERS

Thomson Reuters provides trusted answers as a dedicated partner serving consultancy and accounting firms, corporations and governments. Blending intelligence, technology and human expertise, we provide leading tax and accounting solutions for a fast-paced and evolving world. We work with your organization to introduce ONESOURCE® VAT-approved trusted advisors and systems integrators to help make the VAT implementation process as seamless as possible.